
HOW TO WRITE A PERSONAL STATEMENT FOR A JOB IN RETAIL

Your personal statement is your chance to shine, use this words that you provide examples of how you match the job
specifications.

Such previous job, experiences for example dealing with customers, handling transactions and sales. Sales
Assistant Personal Statement: I am a very friendly and enthusiastic individual, who ensures that clients and
customers receive the best customer service and satisfaction. I am a fantastic people person, with great
communication and listening skills, therefore, I am able to successfully assist customers with any requirements
or requests they may have. List any training you may have received in previous roles as a sales assistant. The
Interests section is optional, but it is a good idea to include information that adds to your personality. I also
like to indulge my creative side through theatre and spent a week attached to the National Theatre in a
fundraising capacity, which included the creation of a proposal to gain sponsorship for the Entry Pass Scheme
aimed at year olds. In my previous role as a primary school teacher, I have taught and nurtured more than
pupils from all backgrounds, successfully preparing them for the next stages of their young lives. The
candidate mentions their key personal skills and qualities that are relevant and important when managing a
business. Your visions of the future in the company: Where do you see yourself working within the company.
Working on your CV? The best way to create an effective sales assistant CV, is to tailor it specifically to
match the needs of retailers. Any employer interested in hiring an experienced camera operator will most
certainly be impressed and continue reading the remainder of their CV. We hope this sample Sales and
Retailing personal statement has been a helpful example. I am comfortable filming on-location and outside the
studio with some previous work experience in live broadcasting. I have also achieved a Level 1 Sports Leader
qualification, which has built on the responsible leadership shown through ski instruction and regular
volunteering at a local primary school. Physically fit and able to walk around for long periods as well as do
lifting. Having discovered that I am well-suited to these pressures, demonstrating an aptitude for
communication, teamwork, planning and improvisation throughout my studies, my work placements and my
extra-curricular activities, I have become more and more convinced that a career within fashion retail
management, preferably as a buyer, will allow me to make the most positive impact through my work. Over
the past seven years, more than of my articles and publications have been published by leading newspapers
and magazines. For example, school coursework requires planning, organisation, written communication, and
many more skills that you could showcase in your CV. Inspired by these experiences, I have made sure to
keep up with changes in the field of fashion retail as much as possible. Through undertaking a Business
Studies A-level, and through studying the national and global impact of economics in Government and
Politics, I have a refined sense of the dramatic importance of business. Having focused my studies and work
experience on gaining as much knowledge of the retail fashion industry and possible, I have become more and
more convinced that I have the right combination of ambition, aptitude and determination to succeed in the
sector in future. Able to make sure that goods are attractively displayed and confident enough to assist unsure
customers with product selection. Keeping it short and to the point increases the chances that they will actually
read it. Adaptive: Skills such as creativity, team working, positivity, and adaptability which are not easy to
define. Stock management â€” Retailers rely on good staff to manage their stock levels and keep customer
facing displays replenished. Retail CV Skills In retails, you need a good mix of hard and soft skills.
Communication â€” Working in a busy retail store requires you to communicate effectively with colleagues
and customers in a variety of formats. I have previous experience in supporting a variety of patients ranging
from children suffering from development problems to adults and the elderly affected by and recovering from
injuries and movement disorders. Stuck for how to start? Writer CV profile I am an articulate, confident
person who relishes challenges and working under pressure. If you can include some key achievements, it will
be a better CV than most. Additionally, the candidate makes mention of their personal qualities, such as
having the ability to think outside the box, to further indicate their suitability for the job. Provide information
on other skills you have that relate to the role.


